
struation was an equally dramatic develop-
ment in contraception: the announcement
of an Australian research team’s success
developing reliable and safe birth control
for men. As Time magazine reported in
October, “For one year, 55 men took an
experimental birth-control drug. All of
them had fertile partners; none of the
women got pregnant.” The only side effect,
evidently, was “a slightly elevated libido,”
which, the chief researcher was eager to
note, is something people pay good money
for these days. According to the Journal of
Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism,
which published the study, the men took
injections of the hormone progestin to sup-
press sperm production (washed down
with a little testosterone to avoid side
effects). The drug in its current form has to
be injected, but public opinion surveys have
found that men, like women, would prefer
birth control in pill form; and researchers

speculate that, within five years, they might
have a pill version of the drug.

As for the idea that men are less recep-
tive to taking birth control, Time reports,
“In fact, recent surveys have shown that
significant numbers of men are interested
in a contraceptive drug.” Two pharmaceu-
tical companies in Europe, Organon and
Schering AG, are already sponsoring clini-
cal trials of male birth control. Amid the
gaggle of candidates in the recent
California gubernatorial recall election,
one man, Warren Farrell, the author of
Why Men Are the Way They Are, actually
made the creation of a male birth control
pill the key plank in his campaign platform.

And so, the immortal question posed to
Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady—“Why
can’t a woman be more like a man?”—
might soon be partially made moot by
Seasonale, and then turned on its head by
men on the pill.
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Caught in the Act
Tracking Cheating Hearts in the Cyber-Age

This fall, amid the usual deluge of
spam pouring into e-mail boxes
nationwide, a new computer pro-

gram made its debut: “Lover Spy,” a pro-
gram you can install surreptitiously on
your significant other’s computer to track
every electronic move by your trusted
mate—for the bargain price of $89. As the
antivirus software company Symantec
describes it, “Lover Spy monitors and
records all the activity that occurs on your
computer, such as e-mail, websites visited,
instant messaging communication, pass-
words, files, and keystrokes. Periodically,
the spyware sends an e-mail to a prede-
fined e-mail address containing the logged
information.” Even the method of

installing the program is covert: the Lover
Spy advertisement promises suspicious
spouses the power to install the software
simply and anonymously by sending a
Trojan horse to their mates—an electron-
ic greeting card that, when opened, secret-
ly loads the spyware.

It is perhaps indicative of the sexual
Zeitgeist and the power of the market that
Lover Spy is not the only such product
available. Software called “Spector,” sold by
Florida-based SpectorSoft, is billed as the
program for “when you absolutely need to
know everything they are doing online.”
Earnest testimonials from satisfied users
pepper the company’s website. There is, for
example, the stay-at-home mom with three
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young children who discovers that her hus-
band of eight years is preparing to clean
out their bank account and abandon her for
a woman he met in an Internet chatroom.
Thanks to Spector, however, her story has
a happy ending, as girl power meets spy
power: “Your product empowered me and
leveled the playing field and I’m telling
everyone I know about it,” she vows, after
ridding herself of her wayward spouse. The
program is even popular with industry
observers. In 2002, Spector was named PC
Magazine’s “Editor’s Choice” for “Best in
Activity Monitoring Category”—a rather
Orwellian class of software beauty pageant.

Why is spyware becoming more popu-
lar? One reason might be the perceived
crisis of “Internet infidelity.” Scholars have
been studying the subject for a few years,
coming up with various definitions—what
is cybersex? what is cybersexual addic-
tion?—and theories like the “ACE Model”
to describe the lure of Internet affairs:
“anonymity, convenience, and escape.”

A rash of articles about “cyberinfidelity”
has also appeared in newspapers and mag-
azines in recent years, with technology
lambasted as the great enabler. An Ohio
couple blamed technology for the crum-
bling of their union, when each found out
the other was having cybersex with some-
one else. “The computer made it far too
easy for us to communicate with other peo-
ple,” the less-than-disconsolate husband
told the Columbus Dispatch in September.
“In my opinion, it prevented us from get-
ting together to resolve our issues.”

Of course, entrapment-by-technology
arguments are rarely persuasive, particu-
larly when it comes to adultery, and in this
as in many things, the cliché “information
is power” is wrongheaded. People who
deploy spyware against their spouses may
fail to realize that the information they

glean is not the same thing as knowledge
about why extramarital affairs develop in
the first place.

Nevertheless, nabbing a cheater is an
effective marketing ploy. Websites such as
InfidelityCheck.org (“Working to save
couples and families through technology”)
and ChatCheaters.com promise to catch
straying spouses in the cyberact. Some
sites recommend fairly intrusive technolo-
gies to snoop on or entrap suspected
cheaters: hidden cameras to sneak pictures
of your spouse’s study; keystroke recorders
to log every typed character so you can see
if your mate is writing innocent missives
or steamy mash notes; and, if you’re suffi-
ciently desperate, GPS devices to track the
movements of the family car.

Who is using spyware? According to a
recent article in The Observer, one study of
personal spyware users, sponsored by
Symantec, found that women are more
likely to spy on their mates than men (40
percent versus 25 percent). Overall, the use
of spyware by both women and men has
increased considerably in recent years.

But the use of spyware raises several
legal issues, above and beyond the obvious
violations of privacy such software encour-
ages. As one divorce lawyer recently told
the Chicago Tribune, “federal statutes out-
lawing interception of electronic commu-
nications can apply within a marriage.”
Husbands and wives do have a right to pri-
vacy—even from their own nosy spouses.

In the end, spyware is merely the latest
expression of an age-old problem for cou-
ples: how to deal with mistrust, suspicion,
jealousy, and unhealthy curiosity. Today,
instead of sending hired gumshoes after
cheating husbands and wives, we can turn
our homes into high-tech surveillance
staging grounds. But like older techniques
of spying, these technologies risk backfir-
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ing on their avid users. As the journalist
who wrote about spyware for The Observer
explained, if his wife of 13 years had a one-
time affair, he’d likely be able to forgive

her. “However,” he says, “if I discovered
that my wife had installed Spector on my
computer, I think it might be game over.”
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Long-term, large-scale medical
research projects, like the
Framingham Heart Study, used to

have a certain unglamorous appeal. With
plodding earnestness, researchers meticu-
lously gathered information that, like
bricks and mortar, they built up over the
years in the hope of future medical break-
throughs. Today, however, such studies are
marketed to the public in a tone of high
adventure more appropriate for proposed
climbs of Mt. Everest than mundane scien-
tific research. The public is promised enor-
mous benefits, little individual risk, and a
generally warm and fuzzy feeling of hav-
ing made a contribution to scientific
advancement.

This, at least, is the buzz surrounding
U.K. Biobank, a joint project of the
Medical Research Council, the Wellcome
Trust, and the British Department of
Health that eventually will bank voluntar-
ily-given genetic samples from half a mil-
lion Britons, ages 45-69, along with infor-
mation about their lifestyles and health
histories, in the hope of becoming “the
world’s biggest resource for the study of
the role of nature and nurture in health
and disease,” as the Biobank website
describes. (Not everyone is treating
Biobank with awe, of course. The British
newspaper The Guardian dubbed it “a kind
of museum of middle-aged mankind.”)

Biobank’s purpose is “to undertake bio-
medical research in the public interest,”

and supporters of the project liken it to
previous eras’ need for donated corpses for
medical research. “Now what medical sci-
ence really needs is data, and the data are
what the participants are contributing,”
John Newton, the director of the project,
told The Guardian. “And of course a blood
sample.”

It is that blood sample that has sparked
concerns among privacy advocates, how-
ever. Watchdog group GeneWatch U.K.
has raised a number of concerns about
Biobank, even publishing a report, “Giving
Your Genes to Biobank U.K.: Questions to
Ask,” that offers detailed analyses of some
potential problems with the project.
GeneWatch notes that Biobank might not
be the best use of public money; that
Biobank “could be used for research that is
morally questionable,” such as finding the
genetic causes of criminal behavior or
homosexuality; and that it might be used
by employers or insurance companies to
discriminate against people. The group
wants the British government to enact
stricter genetic discrimination laws and
tougher monitoring and enforcement reg-
ulations for the project.

Civil liberties advocates are also con-
cerned that Biobank might lead to a larger
genetic database of all British citizens, some-
thing law enforcement has been arguing for
since Britain created the world’s first DNA
database more than a decade ago. As The
Guardian reported in September, the chair-

Bank on It
Britain Constructs a Universal Genetic Database
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